Class Schedule – Fall 2019

Finance

PROFESSORS        OFFICE HOURS                      DAY     TIME                        COURSE                          ROOM    CODE
Dr. Fan Liu       GrH 231, x1786                      MWF    11:00a-12:00p & 2:00p-3:00p MWF    9:00a            Financial Management          GrH 303  FIN 311-01
fliu@ship.edu                                  F: 11:00a-12:00p       MWF    10:00a
                                                   MWF    12:00p
                                                   MWF    13:00p
Dr. Dung (June)   Pham                             M: 8:00a-9:50a &     MW     2:00p            Financial Institutions       GrH 303  FIN 314-01
GrH 221, x1139    dapham@ship.edu                  4:45p-5:25p &        MW     3:30p
                                                   4:45p-5:25p         MW     7:30p
Dr. Ming-Shiu Pan mspan@ship.edu                 T: 1:30p-1:50p &     TR     9:30p            Investments                     GrH 303  FIN 312-01
GrH 217 x1683     T: 7:30a-12:00p & 2:00p-4:20p  TR     11:00p
                                                   R: 1:30p-1:50p       TR     2:00p
Dr. Hong Rim      GrH 135, x1172                    T: 5:00p-6:00p &     TR     9:30p            Financial Management          GrH 401  FIN 311-07
hkrim@ship.edu    W: 10:00a-12:00p & 2:00p-4:20p  TR     11:00p
                                                   R: 5:00p-6:00p       TR     12:30p
Dr. Suyan Zheng   GrH 213, x1606                    T: 1:00p-2:00p        MW     2:00p            Financial Management          GrH 401  FIN 311-03
Szhang@ship.edu   W: 9:00a-12:00p                    MW     3:30p
                                                   W: 1:00p-2:00p       MW     5:00p
Michael Connor    GrH 323, x1309                    M: 5:30p-6:30p &     M      6:30p            Estate Planning               GrH 303  FIN 322-01
mjconnor@ship.edu  Or by appointment

Supply Chain Management

PROFESSORS        OFFICE HRS                      DAY     TIME                        COURSE                          ROOM    CODE
Dr. David Hwang   GrH 117, x1775                      M: 8:00a-9:40a       MWF    10:00p            Sup Chain & Op Mgt            GrH 301  SCM 330-01
dhwang@ship.edu                           R: 8:00a-9:40a        MWF    11:00p
                                                   F: 8:00a-9:40a       MWF    12:00p
Dr. Ian Langella  GrH 228, X1470                     M: 11:30a-2:00p      MW     2:00p            Stat Applications in Bus     GrH 301  SCM 200-04
imlangella@ship.edu                        W: 9:30a-11:00a       MW     3:30p
                                                   F: 2:00p-3:00p       MW     5:00p
Dr. Otso Massala  GrH 233, x1422                     T: 1:45p-3:30p       TR     9:30p            Sup Chain & Op Mgt            GrH 301  SCM 330-04
omassala@ship.edu                         W: 12:30p-2:00p       TR     11:00p
                                                   R: 1:45p-3:30p       TR     12:30p
Dr. Thomas Morgan GrH 127, x1677                  M: 8:00a-9:00a &     MWF    9:00p            Stat Applications in Bus     GrH 401  SCM 200-01
tmorgan@ship.edu                     11:00a-12:00p & 11:00a-12:00p  MWF    10:00p
                                                   W: 8:00a-9:00a       MWF    12:00p
                                                   11:00a-12:00p        TR     8:00p
                                                   11:00a-1:15p W: 8:00a-9:00a  TR     9:30p
                                                   11:00a-1:15p         TR     5:30p
Dr. Robert Neidigh GrH 131, x1233                 T: 7:30a-8:00a &     TR     8:00p            Managing Quality             GrH 301  SCM-355-01
roneid@ship.edu                           11:00a-1:145p W: 4:30p-5:30p  TR     9:30p
                                                   7:30a-8.00a         TR     5:30p
Dr. Fei Qin       GrH 133, x1678                     T: 3:30p-4:00p        TR     12:30p            Stat Applications in Bus     GrH 301  SCM 200-05
fqin@ship.edu                              W: 2:00p-6:00p        TR     2:00p
                                                   R: 3:30p-4:00p       TR     5:00p
Dr. Robert Setaputra GrH 137, x1171              T: 10:00a-11:00a &   TR     11:00p            Sup Chain & Op Mgt            GrH 402  SCM 330-06
rsseta@ship.edu                       1:15p-2:00p &        TR     2:00p
                                                   10:00a-11:00a &     TR     5:30p
                                                   1:15p-2:00p & R: 10:00a-11:00a & 5:00p-5:30p
                                                   1:15p-2:00p &